Statement of Preferential Qualifications
Date		Signature
To the Director of the Department/Centre/… ______________
of Ca’ Foscari University of Venice 
(address of the Department/Centre/…)

I, the undersigned ___________________________ _____________________________________
born in (City/Town name)______________________________ (Province/Region of _________, Country ___________) on (date) _______________, passport no. _____________ taxpayer’s code no. (if available) __________________________________ 
resident in (City/Town name) __________________ (Province/Region of _________, Country ___________) in Street/Square/…____________________ (indicate the street/square name) no. _____, postcode _____________, nationality ________________, tel.(national prefix included) __________________ mobile number (national prefix included)  ______________________,   email address___________________________

hereby submit

my application for the public selection based on qualifications and interview, and any other test, for the research fellowship within the scope of: 
OPTION A the research programme: “_____________________” related to a specific sector or SettoreScientificoDisciplinare (SSD) [Educational Sector Codes] _____, as per procedure announced by call Ref. no.   _________ dated_______
OPTION B the research Area: “_____________________” , as per procedure announced by call Ref. no.   _________ dated_______

I, the undersigned, fully aware of the liabilities, including criminal liability, arising from untruthful declarations, pursuant the Italian law (D.P.R. 445/2000), hereby declare that:

I also have the following preferential qualifications:

	[declaration not compulsory for scientific area call] PhD title in ________ obtained on___(topic)____ from __(university)___ ; I defended the following Thesis ___(thesis’ title and  topic)___;
	specialization diploma in _______________ (date, place, evaluation) _________________ issued by (University/Research Centre/Institution)________________________Country__________________________; 
	advanced specialization courses (in Italy or abroad) in _______________(date, place, assessment)_________________issued by (University/Research Centre/Institution)________________________Country__________________________; 
	research activity under paid contract with either public or private bodies: (please specify the kind of contract, the Institution and the start and end dates)__________;
	fellowships or grants (in Italy or abroad): (please specify the kind of fellowship/grant, the Institution and the start and end dates)________________________________________________.

Other elements useful to an appropriate evaluation:
	any other preferential qualifications required by the call:  

e.g. /I have been awarded/will be awarded a PhD grant for ____ years / ____months (indicate no. of years or months the PhD grant has been received, specifying the the Institution issuing the grant and the start and end dates)________________________________________________.
	any other useful evaluation element:

e.g. I have fully attended a PhD course, as established by the Regulation on its attainment. 

I will be achieving the PhD title on …(date )….. at the ..(name of the University)… University.

